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RDM StatusRDM Status

Success!Success!
RFC Archive Database Design and Implementation RFC Archive Database Design and Implementation 
TeamsTeams

NOAA Administrators AwardNOAA Administrators Award
Designed, developed, and deployed in 2 years!Designed, developed, and deployed in 2 years!
Built on ideas and approaches developed in the RFCs in Built on ideas and approaches developed in the RFCs in 
collaboration with OHD and OCWWS HSDcollaboration with OHD and OCWWS HSD
Update and Maintenance Team Update and Maintenance Team –– work not done work not done 
improvements comingimprovements coming



RDM PlansRDM Plans

Update RDM DirectivesUpdate RDM Directives
Due August 2004Due August 2004
Based on input from this workshop, will review Based on input from this workshop, will review 
current directivescurrent directives

Replacement for database architectReplacement for database architect
Senior software engineerSenior software engineer
Focus on facilitating delivery of field code to AWIPS Focus on facilitating delivery of field code to AWIPS 
(liaison between RDM and HSEB)(liaison between RDM and HSEB)



RDM PlansRDM Plans
Test collaboration toolTest collaboration tool

CasaNOSACasaNOSA –– (previously called (previously called NOAAForgeNOAAForge))
Run and supported by NESDISRun and supported by NESDIS
Will be used to CM PPBES documentsWill be used to CM PPBES documents

Commitment from NOAACommitment from NOAA
Now backed up Now backed up –– more supportmore support

On a project basis, allows for:On a project basis, allows for:
CM CM –– document and software checkout, document and software checkout, checkincheckin, versions, etc., versions, etc.
Bug listsBug lists
Discussion forumDiscussion forum

Will use RFC Archive DB software as a prototypeWill use RFC Archive DB software as a prototype
Could be used for future collaboration on other Could be used for future collaboration on other 
AWIPS software (x programs)AWIPS software (x programs)



RDM FutureRDM Future

Work with SST to make sure input at proper Work with SST to make sure input at proper 
steps in HOSIPsteps in HOSIP
Website updateWebsite update
Information on regional teams?Information on regional teams?
New project ideas?New project ideas?
Suggestions for improvement?Suggestions for improvement?


